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Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice 

City of Marietta, Ohio 

Executive Summary 

This document is prepared by the City of Marietta Department of Community 

Development.1 It was researched and prepared between January and April of 2022 to help the 

City Affirmatively Further Fair Housing (AFFH) within its boundaries.  

The AFFH framework requires a jurisdiction receiving HUD funding to go beyond 

simply identifying conditions which may contribute to fair housing challenges.  Rather, AFFH 

includes taking locally-directed steps to combat these conditions.  This document, which 

provides a general demographic overview and breakdown as well as data presentation in the 

form of population statistics and maps, attempts to direct the City’s AFFH efforts. The data in 

this document are derived mostly from the 2019 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year 

estimates and the 2020 Census Redistricting data, with occasional use of earlier Census and ACS 

statistics.  

The City of Marietta is a rural jurisdiction located in Washington County, in southeast 

Ohio. It is a small CDBG entitlement jurisdiction, and its impediments to fair housing choice 

may be different than many of the problems that appear in larger metropolitan areas. 

Demographically, Marietta is a majority-white jurisdiction with very small minority populations. 

Because of regional demographics, the small geographical area of the jurisdiction and a general 

population which trends toward less diversity than elsewhere, discrimination based on protected 

class characteristics may manifest differently than would be the case in highly diverse 

communities.  

There are still ways, however, that fair housing choice can be better advanced within the 

jurisdiction. There are four obvious contributing factors that may hinder fair housing choice. 

These factors are: 

1. ADA-accessible pedestrian infrastructure (crosswalks and sidewalks) is absent in some 

areas of the city, which affects the living conditions of the protected class of disabled 

persons; 

 

2. Some public accommodations lack full ADA accessibility features;  

 
1 John Gantner, a graduating Marietta College Senior bound for Ph.D. studies who interned in with the Development 

Department in spring 2022 provided primary research and drafting work on this document. He received support and 

collaboration in the preparation of this work from Marietta Development Department staff. Consultations with the 

Marietta Engineering Department as well as communications with Washington-Morgan Community Action 

Partnership (WMCAP) also informed this work. 
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3. Forms and general information relating to Section 8 and public transportation may be less 

than optimally accessible for certain populations; and 

4. The Marietta City Code, while specifying all Federally-protected classes, lacks explicit 

protection for certain classes recognized by the State of Ohio. 

Ultimately, this document recommends the following AFFH goals:  

1. That the City promote increased access to information about housing and fair housing-

related resources within the jurisdiction to maximize general accessibility;  

2. That the City continue its efforts under ADA transition plans to update sidewalks and 

crosswalks to improve ADA accessibility; and  

3. That the City update its ordinances to explicitly address state protected classes beyond 

the Federal minimum. 

Introduction and Methodology 

 Fair housing in essence exists when all people have equal access to the housing and 

related opportunities of their choice. Fair housing laws offer certain classes of persons specific 

protections to promote this more general goal in recognition of the presumption that those classes 

may more frequently face discrimination. The purpose of this AI is to analyze impediments to 

Fair Housing choice in Marietta, Ohio, the county seat of Washington County, Ohio. 

In accordance with 42 U.S.C 3601, et seq., jurisdictions receiving federal aid in the form of 

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding are required to identify, analyze, and 

take some form of action to counteract impediments to fair housing choice. The purpose of this 

work is to develop and further Fair Housing goals within the jurisdiction and identify strategies 

to mitigate barriers to fair housing. Working toward self-directed fair housing goals satisfies the 

requirements of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Act of 1974. 

 

 This analysis is divided into four sections after this introduction and its preceding 

executive summary (not including appendices). The layout of this report is modeled after the 

AFFH tool provided by HUD, and it generally follows that tool’s format.  

 

The first section of this document focuses on Community Activities/Past Goals and 

Actions. In this section, two organizations whose missions and functions impact the fair housing 

process within the city of Marietta – the Washington-Morgan Community Action Partnership 

(WMCAP) and Buckeye Hills Regional Council (BHRC) – are discussed. This section discusses 

activities undertaken by these organizations and how they relate to fair housing in Marietta. The 

“past goals” sub-segment of this larger section discusses other AIs conducted in the region 

within the past ten years. Specifically, it looks at the goals/recommendations of those AIs and 

analyzes success in achieving those goals. In the case of this AI, past goals that remain 

incomplete may influence the recommendations of this report.  

The second section is the Fair Housing Analysis, which itself has a number of 

subsections. The first subsection is the General Background/Demographic Analysis, which 
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discusses the City of Marietta’s demographics and geography. Most of the data used in this 

section was derived from the U.S. Census Bureau, with the 2020 Census redistricting data and 

the 2019 ACS 5-year estimates serving as primary sources, although other federally-sponsored 

map and data resources were used on a lesser scale. Data tables and maps are based on this data. 

Demographics are included to offer as full a picture of the community as possible in creating the 

AI. The General Issues portion follows, which looks at issues such as segregation, ADA and 

general access to opportunities and housing, etc. 

 The third, relatively short section briefly summarizes contributing factors identified 

throughout the previous sections in order to better identify suggested goals and actions.  

The final, fourth section suggests goals and recommended actions to affirmatively further 

fair housing (AFFH). In the end, action recommendations to address contributing factors 

impeding fair housing  include: (1) a recommendation that the City undertake efforts to increase 

access to information impacting fair housing; (2) a recommendation that the City continue efforts 

to update sidewalks and crosswalks to promote better ADA accessibility; and (3) a 

recommendation that the City update its Codified Ordinances to offer the same protections to 

state-protected classes as are offered to the minimally-required Federal protected classes. 

 The remainder of the report consists of appendices. In these sections, the display AFFH 

instructions, extra maps, tables, and in-depth discussions of the contributing factors noted in 

section three will be offered. These will be listed as Appendix A, B and C, respectively.  
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Community Activities and Past Goals / Actions 

Community Participation Process 

• Buckeye Hills Regional Council (BHRC) 

BHRC is a regional organization that provides a diverse array of resources to southeastern 

Ohio and the City of Marietta, where it is headquartered. BHRC serves as a point of contact 

between state, local, and federal government agencies, coordinating the development of plans, 

identifying regional health and welfare trends, and serving as a facilitator of community 

dialogue.2 BHRC has existed since the early 1970s. With its greater focus on economic 

development, public housing or housing in general is not the main focus of BHRC.  However, it 

should be noted that BHRC has expanded into the arena of fair housing by creating an Analysis 

of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice for an 8-county region including Washington County, 

Ohio.  Michelle Hyer of BHRC presently acts as the fair housing liaison for Washington County 

and the larger Buckeye Hills region.  

• Washington-Morgan Community Action Partnership (WMCAP) 

WMCAP is a non-profit organization that serves as the community action program 

throughout Washington and Morgan counties.  It is headquartered in Marietta and provides 

Marietta-specific services alongside its countywide and dual-county efforts. Founded in the 

1960s, WMCAP provides over 50 services to the Washington and Morgan county populations, 

ranging from healthcare, transportation and food delivery to homeless-oriented programming.3 

Fair housing is also a concern of the organization, as WMCAP serves as the Public Housing 

Agency in Washington County and provides a number of housing resources on behalf of the City 

of Marietta. 

Primary among WMCAP’s services is the administration of a Section 8 voucher program 

which supports income-qualified households’ efforts to secure affordable housing. Section 8 

vouchers are used in Marietta as an alternative to low-cost, government-owned housing 

structures. WMCAP’s website notes that there are a limited number of Section 8 vouchers 

available, and applicants may be placed on a waitlist.4 How to apply for this assistance is clearly 

explained on WMCAP’s website, but access to the service requires the applicant to physically 

pick up a paper application at the WMCAP office in Marietta.  

Other services provided by Community Action include the “Community Housing Impact and 

Preservation (CHIP) Program and the Homeless Crisis Response Program (HCRP). Both CHIP 

and HCRP, as well as the Section 8, are publicized on the WMCAP website, but one must 

contact the organization for further assistance.  

 
2 “What We Do,” Buckeye Hills Regional Council. https://buckeyehills.org/what-we-do. 
3 “About Community Action,” Washington-Morgan Community Action. www.wmcap.org/about.html. 
4 “Housing Services,” Washington-Morgan Community Action. http://www.wmcap.org/housing.html. 
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Assessment of Past Goals and Actions 

 In 2016, the City of Marietta partnered with Washington County to develop an Analysis 

of Impediments. Four issues were identified in that AI: (1) That the city ordinance did not reflect 

Ohio-designated protected classes; (2) That the Marietta Fair Housing Board needed structure 

and policy development; (3) That there was a lack of viable, affordable rental housing units; and 

(4) That accessibility issues existed in public infrastructure.  

 In 2016, the City of Marietta appears to have been in the process of adding both Ancestry 

and Military Status as protected classes to its ordinances in order to address Impediment (1). 

However, a review of present Marietta Codified Ordinances shows that the proposal for these 

additions was never acted upon. Although the city ordinances in effect as of April 2022 do 

reflect the protected classes mandated by the Fair Housing Act (FHA), they remained as of 

March 2022 suboptimal by their failure to mention state-level protected classes. A 2017 review 

by HUD’s Columbus Fair Housing Center also suggested following through with this revision, 

and potentially covering classes beyond those protected at the state and federal levels. 

 Impediment (2) in the 2016 AI identified the City Fair Housing program as still in 

“transition”; in other words, Marietta Fair Housing had just begun a transition from being 

overseen by an independent fair housing consultant to a city-appointed board. Between 2016 and 

2020, the board received and heard complaints and usually met monthly. In the summer of 2020, 

the board became inactive due to internal disputes which led to loss of sufficient membership for 

quorum. This prevented meetings until late 2021, when the City appointed a quorum-sufficient 

membership to the Board, allowing it to resume activity. Between 2016 and 2022, the work of 

the Board has contributed to jurisdiction-wide information about fair housing. The Marietta city 

website has a link on its front page that takes the viewer to fair housing information, and on it 

there exists a brief summary of the board’s functions and a link to the City’s fair housing 

complaint form. As of early 2022 with the appointment of new membership, the Fair Housing 

Board has been reestablished with a meaningful structure for action. 

 The issue in 2016 Impediment (3) was the lack of affordable, viable rental housing units. 

This was a broad statement which, per the already mentioned HUD review, lacked the 

characteristics of a SMART5 goal. The nonspecific recommended action was that landlords be 

encouraged to participate in rehabilitation programs and to partner with agencies and non-profits 

to provide assistance to low income residents. The primary organization that deals with this sort 

of issue is WMCAP, which administers the Section 8 HUD tenant-based assistance program to 

provide rental and utility support to low-income families. WMCAP’s rental property 

development program addresses the need for additional rental housing as the jurisdiction’s Public 

Housing Agency by maintaining units for families in need in addition to the Section 8 program.6  

 
5 “Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Timebound” 
6 See www.wmcap.org/housing.html (“Rental Property Development Washington-Morgan Community Action has 

developed and manages safe and affordable housing for low-income families in both Washington and Morgan 

County.  There are 53 units that are maintained by the agency for families in need.”); see also 

http://www.wmcap.org/housing.html
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The emergence of the Rental Property Development program tends to address this past identified 

(if not SMART) need-based goal. 

 Impediment (4) identified in 2016, highlighting accessibility challenges in public 

infrastructure, framed the 2016 AI’s final recommendation. The 2016 AI recommended 

dedicating CDBG and other funding resources to improve ADA accessibility in sidewalk and 

curb ramp infrastructure. Ongoing work to update sidewalks in the city has been ongoing since 

the 2016 AI, with local reporting on updates to the Mound Cemetery area sidewalks as an 

example.7 However, there remain other areas, such as Harmar and the Lower Fourth Ward, that 

still experience accessibility issues relating to crosswalks and sidewalks in poor condition.8 The 

City Engineering Department’s ongoing projects remedy these issues when encountered along 

routes addressed in the citywide paving project. All projects involving crosswalks and sidewalks 

require that redone portions must satisfy ADA requirement. ADA transition plans by the 

engineering department will be discussed in more depth in the Goals/Recommendations section 

of this AI, but it is important to note that every project that takes place on a sidewalk must and 

does include ADA compliance as a part of the renovation. 

Discussion of the 2019 Analysis of Impediments developed by BHRC on behalf of an 8-

county region which includes Washington County will remain relatively brief as it does not 

relate directly to the City of Marietta’s jurisdictional fair housing efforts. The multi-county 

impediments listed in that AI are (1) That there is a region-wide lack of ADA-accessible 

housing; (2) That there is a region-wide lack of elderly housing; and (3) That there is a region-

wide lack of public transit to serve rural areas.  As it relates to 2019 Washington County 

Impediment (3), it should be noted that the city has traditionally used a portion of its CDBG 

resources to support the operations of a WMCAP-administered public bus line operating under 

contract with the Washington County Commissioners that provides services throughout 

Washington County. 

Both the 2016 and 2019 AI documents serve an important function in framing this 2022 

analysis. Understanding actions that have been taken—and those that have not been taken—

allows present goals to be tailored to meet jurisdictional challenges. The HUD Columbus Fair 

Housing Office’s review in 2017 provides guidance on how to better develop measurable goals. 

This cumulative context frames the City’s new fair housing goals under this AI.  

This AI now turns its focus to the fair housing situation within Marietta city limits, 

discussing the insight that can be derived from a wider evaluation of general city demographics.   

 
https://www.needhelppayingbills.com/html/washington_morgan_community_ac.html (“Low income housing is 

available as the result of Rental Property Development.  The non-profit Washington-Morgan Community Action 

program created housing for qualified low-income families.  Dozens of units and apartments may be available.”) 
7 “Sidewalks Fixed Around Mound Cemetery.” Marietta Times Online. September 21, 2017. 

https://www.mariettatimes.com/uncategorized/2017/09/sidewalks-fixed-around-cemetery/  
8 Newbanks, Michele. “Marietta Council Hears Complaints From Residents.” Marietta Times Online. February 8, 

2022. https://www.mariettatimes.com/news/2022/02/marietta-council-hears-complaints-from-residents/ 

https://www.needhelppayingbills.com/html/washington_morgan_community_ac.html
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Fair Housing Analysis 

Jurisdictional Background Data/Demographic Summary 

General Background 

 The City of Marietta was founded in 1788 as the first capital and permanent settlement in 

the Northwest Territory, under the authority of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 passed by the 

Confederation Congress before the adoption of the present U.S. Constitution. At the time of its 

founding, Marietta’s leadership consisted of 48 Revolutionary War veterans known as the Ohio 

Company of Associates who received land for their service in the war for independence. These 

pioneers were encouraged by the potential for opportunity within the new territory. Settling on 

the confluence of the Muskingum and Ohio Rivers, these men were the first and founding 

citizens of the City.  

Marietta today occupies land mostly on the eastern side of the Muskingum River, but 

portions of the city—including Harmar— are situated on its western side. Since being settled, the 

City has held an important role in the economy of southeastern Ohio, and continues to be a 

leading population center today. The City’s most recent population count, according to 2020 

Census Redistricting Data provided by the U.S Census Bureau, was 13,385 persons (representing 

a decline in population from the 14,085 persons counted in the 2010 Census). According to the 

2019 American Community Survey (ACS), there were 6,537 males (48.1%) and 7,051 females 

(51.9%) living within Marietta city limits. More in-depth demographic information will be 

discussed in the subsequent section.  

 
         Map 1 
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The Fair Housing Act (FHA) and State/Local Ordinances 

 The FHA offers protection during the home rental/buying process and other related 

activities regardless of protected class status.9 Passed in 1968 as a part of the Civil Rights Act, 

the FHA gives HUD the power to protect the interests of protected classes in housing. All 

recipients of federal funds must analyze community impediments to fair housing choice to 

promote the protections of these laws.  

42 USC 3603(b) exempt from FHA applicability many single-family housing units sold 

or rented by an owner of three or less housing units and dwellings accommodating up to four 

single-family units where the owner resides in one of the four units. Per 42 USC 3603(a)(2), any 

properties not specifically exempted in 42 USC 3603 have been since December 31, 1968 

covered by FHA. 

42 USC 3604 prohibits various forms of discrimination (refusal to sell or rent a dwelling, 

discrimination in the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale or rental, making notices indicating 

preferences or limitations with respect to the sale or rental of a dwelling, representation that a 

dwelling is not available for inspection, sale or rental when it actually is available, attempts to 

induce for profit a rental relationship or sale of property on the basis of representations that 

protected classes people are coming into the neighborhood, or discrimination in property 

sale/rental or terms, conditions or privileges based on handicap) on the basis of race, color, 

religion, sex, familial status or national origin. 42 USC 3605 prohibits discrimination by a 

business in any residential real estate-related transaction (including financing) on the basis of 

race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin. 42 USC 3606 prohibits 

discrimination in the provision of brokerage services on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 

handicap, familial status, or national origin. 42 USC 3617 prohibits coercing, intimidating, 

threatening or interfering with a person on account of his or her having exercised or helped 

another to exercise a right granted by 42 USC 3603, 3604, 3605 or 3606.  

Ohio Revised Code Section 4112.02(H) additionally codifies at the state level that it is 

unlawful for any person to perform twenty-two categories of prohibited activities affecting 

housing when race, color, religion, sex, military status, familial status, ancestry, disability or 

national origin is at issue. Broadly speaking, these prohibitions track the substance of federal 

law, but in certain contexts create certain additional specified prohibitions which would usually 

come within the terms of the more general federal prohibitions. The main expansion of Fair 

Housing rights over and above federal standards is the inclusion of military status and ancestry 

as protected classes. State law is also substantially more specific and detailed in its descriptions 

of prohibited discrimination on the basis of disability. 

The City of Marietta recognizes a public policy in favor of fair housing in Chapter 158 of 

its Codified Ordinances. Chapter 158 describes unlawful housing practices, outlines the makeup 

 
9 These classes have been listed in previous sections. 
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and duties of the Fair Housing Board, establishes procedures and enforcement, and outlines 

penalties for violation. The City of Marietta’s description of protected classes in 158.01 

precludes discrimination based on race, color, religion, creed, sex, national origin, handicap or 

familial status. Although this local ordinance tracks federal law’s established protected classes, 

the Ohio laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of military status and ancestry are not 

specifically mentioned in the ordinance. 

Trends in Population 

Since 1990, the population of Marietta has been declining. The 1990 census showed the 

city’s population at 15,026 persons; the 2000 census listed 14,513 persons; the 2010 census 

showed 14,211 persons; and the 2020 census redistricting data accounted for 13,385 persons. 

The ACS in the intermediary, non-census years, has confirmed this general trend. Overall, from 

1990 to 2020, the city has seen a 10.9% drop in its population. Any number of factors potentially 

contribute to this decline, which correlates with decreased unemployment rates and small 

increases in renter-occupied housing (both of which will be discussed in more depth shortly).  

Another factor worth mentioning is the median age of the city. In the 2019 ACS, median 

age was 37.4. This has changed marginally since the 1990 census, when 37.9 was the median. 

The lowest—in the 2010 census—was 37.3, and the highest relevant to this report was 38.6 in 

the 2015 ACS. The relative stasis of Marietta’s median age may suggest that the replacement rate 

within the city is high and that more of the younger population is staying as compared to other 

Ohio rural areas. Still though, the most recent world median age, according to the United 

Nations, is 30.9. A difference of 6.5 years between Marietta’s median age and that of the world 

suggests that the city population trends older. The table below presents the data for these general 

population demographics. 

Population in Marietta by Year   

Year (Survey) Population 

2000 (Census) 14211 

2010 (Census) 14085 

2015 (ACS 5-year) 13996 

2019 (ACS 5-year) 13588 

2020 (Census) 13385 
Table 1: Data from Respective Census or ACS Surveys 
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Trends in Demographics 

While relatively small in number relative to the total local population and the population 

of many other jurisdictions, some City of Marietta residents fall within racial and ethnic 

protected class categories.  Sex and disability represent much larger protected class demographic 

categories within the jurisdiction. This Section discusses the demographics of these classes to 

help better explain the city and its geography in relation to affirmatively furthering fair housing 

within the boundaries of the city. 

In terms of race, the city population is by a large majority mostly white. The 2020 

Federal Census shows Marietta with 12,140 white citizens—over 90% of the total population. 

This number, since 2000, has stayed relatively steady. Since at least the 2010 census, the white 

population has remained over the 90% mark, demonstrating that the city’s racial demographics 

are relatively static. Likewise, minority demographics have not meaningfully changed. The 

African-American population usually hovers around 1-2% (between 200-300 people), and all 

other racial categories, ethnic categories and the category of mixed race usually occupy less than 

2% of the total city population. The consistency of these demographics over time suggests that 

the city’s racial and ethnic composition remains the same regardless of migration patterns. The 

table and map below provide racial/ethnic demographic data from 2000 to 2020 for the city.  

 
              Map 2 
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Marietta Race 
and Ethnicity 
by Year         

Year Total White 
African-
American 

Native 
American Asian 

Hawaiian 
and/or 
Pacific  
Islander Other 

Two 
or 
More 
Races 

2015 (ACS 5-
year) 13996 13221 285 27 176 8 18 261 

2019 (ACS 5-
year) 13588 12683 303 147 132 0 4 319 

2020 (Census) 13385 12140 200 40 153 3 140 709 
Table 2 

Sex, as already briefly mentioned, is skewed slightly towards a larger female population. 

Since the 2010 census, the male/female distribution has been roughly the same; the distribution 

usually hovers around 47% male and 53% female, fluctuating and changing minimally. The 2019 

ACS found that there were 6,537 males and 7,051 females in the city, around a 48%-52% split 

respectively, confirming the steadiness of this demographic over time. The age categories 20-24 

and 25-29 are the largest age categories in the city, and the distribution of male and female 

within these age blocks trends toward a larger male population. However, the older population’s 

demographics skews more heavily female, which leads to the larger citywide number of females 

relative to males. 

In 2019, there were 2,843 disabled persons in the city—a little over 21% of the total 

population. The most common disability category was listed as “ambulatory difficulty,” 

accounting for 12% of the disabled population. The remaining categories of independent living, 

cognitive, hearing, vision, and self-care difficulties were all respectively lower than their 

preceding categories. Most of these disabilities, with the exception of cognitive, occur in the 

over-65 population, which suggests that many of the disability-related challenges in the city are 

age-related.10 There were also more women than men categorized as disabled by a little less than 

300 people.  

Median Age 2000-2019   

Year Median Age 

2000 37.9 

2010 37.3 

2015 38.6 

2019 37.4 
Table 3: Data from Decennial Census and ACS 5-Year Estimates 

 
10 Cognitive difficulty sees just over 10% of its total as being below 18 years of age. 
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Employment and Income 

The working-age population—or the population above the age of 16—has decreased 

slightly from 11,859 in 2000 to 11,323 in 2019. Relatedly, the labor force participation rate 

(LFPR), which tracks the total percentage of the employed and unemployed working-age 

population that actually participates in the labor market, has also declined. The LFPR decreased 

from 60% in 2000 to 55.3% in 2019. The tables below demonstrate this change over time, as 

well as the primary occupations and industries active within the city of Marietta. 

 

Labor Force Statistics (2000-2019)    

Year 2000 2010 2019 

Labor Force Population 11859 11798 11323 

Labor Force Participation Rate 
7116 

(60.0%) 
6868  

(58.2%) 
6027  

(55.3%) 
Table 4: Data from Decennial Census in 2000; 2010 and 2019 from ACS 5-Year Estimates 

 

Occupations 2000-2019 Column1 Column2 Column3 

Year 2000 2010 2019 

Management, Business, Science, and Arts 34.40% 29.90% 37.40% 

Service 18.10% 23.40% 21.20% 

Sales and Office 26.10% 30.50% 18.60% 

Natural Resources, Construction, and Maintenance 6.60% 4.80% 7.20% 

Production, Transportation, and Material Moving 14.80% 11.40% 15.60% 
Table 5: Data from Decennial Census in 2000; 2010 and 2019 from ACS 5-Year Estimates 

 

Industrial Classifications 2000-2019    

Year 2000 2010 2019 

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting, and Mining 0.90% 1.20% 1.50% 

Construction 6.90% 2.30% 6.80% 

Manufacturing 13.30% 9.80% 10.50% 

Wholesale Trade 2.10% 2.60% 1.20% 

Retail Trade 12.90% 12.80% 13.30% 
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Transportation and Warehousing, and Utilities 2.70% 4.50% 4.70% 

Information 0.90% 2.00% 3.00% 

Finance, Insurance,  Real Estate, and Rental and Leasing 4.30% 5.10% 4.10% 

Professional, Scientific, Management,  Administrative and Waste 
Management Services 7.90% 9.60% 7.80% 

Educational Services, and Healthcare and Social Assistance 29.80% 27.90% 27.60% 

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation, and Accommodation and Food 
Services 9.60% 11.20% 11.10% 

Other Services, Except Public Administration 5.80% 5.00% 4.20% 

Public Administration 2.90% 6.10% 4.30% 
Table 6: Data from Decennial Census in 2000; 2010 and 2019 from ACS 5-Year Estimates 

 The most prominent occupational grouping within the city seems to be “management, 

business, science, and arts.” This has been the case since at least the 2000 Census, as per the 

presented data, and there is no reason to believe this trend will change anytime soon. In the same 

vein, the most prominent industry grouping within the city is “educational service, healthcare 

and social assistance.” This reflects the Marietta Memorial Health System’s prominence within 

the City, as well as the existence of numerous educational institutions operating within the city. 

The entertainment and food services industry grouping follows this first sector, which is 

followed in turn by manufacturing. This data is consistent with the high prevalence of restaurants 

and bars in the city, especially in the downtown “Front Street” area, as well as the factories and 

general manufacturing businesses that also operate here. 

 Taking these data points into account, income and poverty levels are another important 

factor to consider. The median income in the 2019 ACS was $38,729 for households, $53,324 

for families, $73,261 for married-families, and $26,528 for nonfamily households. These local 

medians are significantly lower than the corresponding national medians.  

26% of the city’s population is considered to live below the poverty level. The population 

below 18 and minorities appear to experience the highest poverty rates. African-Americans see 

poverty rates upwards of 69% and Native Americans see rates nearing 50%, keeping in mind 

both groups’ small share of the total population. The white population poverty rate sits at 25.2%, 

just under 3,000 people within the city limits. All of these rates are, again, much higher than the 

national poverty rates. 
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Income and Poverty, 2019  

 Households 

Total 5876 

    Less than $10,000 9.8 

    $10,000 to $14,999 10.1 

    $15,000 to $24,999 13 

    $25,000 to $34,999 12.8 

    $35,000 to $49,999 15.5 

    $50,000 to $74,999 14.8 

    $75,000 to $99,999 9.2 

    $100,000 to $149,999 9.6 

    $150,000 to $199,999 2.8 

    $200,000 or more 2.4 

Median income (dollars) 38729 

Mean income (dollars) 60348 
Table 7 

Housing Characteristics 

 The housing supply in Marietta is privately-owned, split between owner-occupied and 

renter-occupied housing. Public housing assistance is provided by means of Section 8 vouchers 

through Washington-Morgan Community Action, which administers these programs. In 2019, a 

total of 6,532 housing units existed in Marietta. These units range anywhere from 1-unit 

detached and attached to individual units within 20+-unit complexes, as well as mobile homes, 

boats, and RVs/vans.  A large majority of Marietta’s housing units were built before 1979, with 

just over 1,000 having been built in 1980 or later. 90% of the city’s housing units are occupied, 

while 10% are not. 

Housing Characteristics, 2019  
Housing Units 6532 

     Occupied 90% 

     Vacant 10% 

Units in Structure  
     1-Unit Detached 4097 

     1-Unit Attached 94 

     2 Units 421 

     3-4 Units 511 

     5-9 Units 411 

     10-19 Units 335 

     20+ Units 415 

     Mobile Home 235 

     Boat, RV, Van, etc. 13 

Renter/Owner Occupied Housing Units 
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     Renter 5866 

     Owner 6385 

Age of Housing  
     Built Before 1979 4818 

     Built 1980 and After 1058 
Table 8 

The 2019 ACS reports that a plurality of rents and total housing costs fall between $500 

and $799 per month, with the overall median monthly housing cost being $665. These costs have 

increased since 2010. The table above also describes units with owner-occupied mortgages. For 

units with mortgages, most mortgages fall between $100,000 and $299,000. Home purchase 

mortgage costs have interestingly remained very similar to such costs in 2010.  

General Issues 

Segregation/Integration 

 Because of the very small sizes of Marietta’s non-white racial and ethnic Hispanic 

populations, it is difficult to analyze whether segregation is occurring. The Racial Dissimilarity 

Index lacks data for the city of Marietta. That being said, however, the census tract block group-

level data provided by HUD is a resource that can be used to look at racial segregation on a local 

level. The following is a race/ethnicity map of Marietta without the white population: 

 
         Map 3 
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From this, it can be seen that there is a relatively equal geographical distribution of minority 

population residences. Again, the populations in the respective tracts follow norm of what would 

be expected in a non-segregated city with extremely small minority populations. In Census Tract 

205 (the downtown, mostly commercial area of the city), a fairly significant concentration of 

Asian citizen does appear to exist relative to population representation. This number hovers 

around 8% of the tract’s entire population, which is far above the usual population distributions. 

The most likely explanation for this anomaly is that the local student population of Marietta 

College predominantly resides in that area. Because the vast majority of students live on or near 

campus and many students are Asian or otherwise non-white, one would expect to see a larger 

concentration of Asian and non-Asian minorities in this block group relative to other areas of the 

city more distant from campus.  

Map 4 

 Reviewing the data, there is no discernible conscious segregation of minorities into 

specific, less-cared-for areas. The small numbers of members of minority groups may undercut 

the statistical significance of this analysis, but besides areas in close proximity to Marietta 
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College there are relatively equal distributions of all races and ethnicities within all city census 

tract block groups. These higher levels of integration may simply reflect the small geographical 

size of the city, which may make it difficult to create racially-motivated “alternatives” in schools, 

public goods, and residences. Another possible explanation is that racially-motivated attitudes 

have simply not made sufficient headway into the housing/renting process to prevent integrated 

living patterns.11  Whatever the explanation, this analysis is unable on the basis of HUD-

provided data to find the indication of actual race- or ethnicity-based housing segregation within 

the jurisdiction. 

Racially/Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAPs) 

 According to the HUD-provided data, there were no R/ECAPs in Marietta as of 2010, 

and that has not changed as of 2020. The demographics have remained relatively stable and no 

vast migrations have taken place within the city in the last 10 years, so there is no discernible 

area where minorities living under the poverty-line are disproportionately concentrated. Per 

discussion in the previous section, the small minority populations in the city appear to experience 

relatively high levels of integration. 

 Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that Marietta on the whole is an economically 

struggling city.  24.3% of all people in Marietta live in poverty, whereas only 13.6% of all 

Ohioans live in poverty.  This disparity does not affect fair housing between protected classes 

within different areas of the City of Marietta, but poverty as a generalized condition tends to 

make it difficult for all people – including those within protected classes of race or ethnicity – to 

afford the housing of their choice within the urbanized area. 

Disparities in Access to Opportunity 

• Education 

There are seven primary and secondary schools within the city limits of Marietta: 

Washington, Philips, and Harmar Elementary Schools; St. Mary Catholic, Veritas Classical 

Academy* and Marietta Middle School; and Marietta High School. All schools but Veritas 

Classical Academy and St. Mary Catholic School are public open-enrollment schools which are 

part of the Marietta City School District.12 Veritas and St. Mary are private, tuition-based 

Christian schools. St. Mary is affiliated with the Catholic Church, while Veritas is ecumenical 

and not affiliated with a particular denomination. 

Public schools by law may not refuse students based on any protected class status, and all 

children within the city have the opportunity to attend the public school system. They maintain 

 
11 See Appendix C for further table data relating to race, ethnicity, and integration/segregation. 
* The St. Mary School also operates pre-K through elementary programs in addition to middle school programs, 

while Veritas Classical Academy offers a pre-K through 5th Grade Grammar School, a Middle (“Logic”) School and 

a High (“Rhetoric”) School, in addition to a Fine Arts program. 
12 There is an additional elementary school—the Putnam Elementary School—in the Marietta City School District, 

but it is located outside the city limits in Devola, a Census-Designated Place to the North of Marietta. 
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policies and procedures to ensure that they operate accordingly. Likewise, the website of St. 

Mary Catholic School specifically notes that there are scholarships available for those who need 

them and that the school in general “will not discriminate” based on the protected classes 

relevant to this report. Similarly, the tuition contract for Veritas Classical Academy states that 

“Veritas Classical Academy admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin,” 

other materials on the school’s website show that both males and females attend the school, and 

the school’s “admissions” webpage states that partial scholarship assistance is available on a 

limited basis depending on the school’s scholarship fund. 

Other types of education in proximity to the city are the Washington County Career Center 

(WCCC), Marietta College, and Washington State Community College (WSCC). WCCC lies to 

the East of Marietta outside of city limits, and it functions as the trade-focused alternative to 

Marietta High School and other county high schools. WCCC has an enrollment of approximately 

501 students from across Washington County.13  

WSCC is a community college which operates within the county, and it is located in the 

northern part of the city. Serving up to 2,000 students, it acts as an open-enrollment, affordable 

education alternative, with an average annual tuition of less than $5,000.14  

Marietta College, finally, is a private, not-for-profit university that currently has 1,265 active 

students with a large administrative and faculty body. Tuition for the 2022-23 academic year 

totals just above $50,000 dollars, and it offers through its endowment various scholarships and 

awards to defray the costs of attendance.15 Although Marietta College is much more expensive 

than WSCC, neither school appears to discriminate in admissions or financial aid based on 

protected class statuses.16 

• Employment 

Because Marietta is a small, compact city, places of employment within the city tend to be 

accessible to Marietta residents. Most of Marietta’s residential areas lie within walking or short 

driving distances to the city’s areas of employment. The unemployment rate of the civilian labor 

force, as already mentioned, was 3.4% according to the 2019 ACS 5-year estimates data profile 

for the City of Marietta, which was lower than the overall national rate. According to this data 

source, 55.1% of Marietta’s population was in the civilian labor force in 2019, .2% was in the 

armed forces, and 44.7% was not in the labor force at all. The corresponding national data shows 

63% of the U.S. population in the labor force, .4% in the armed forces, and 36.6% not in the 

labor force. Compared to the national data, therefore, a significantly smaller percentage of 

Marietta’s population was according to the 2019 ACS in the labor force17, but of those in the 

 
13 “District Profile,” https://www.thecareercenter.net/districtprofile. 
14 All information about Washington State Community College was obtained from www.wscc.edu 
15 All information about Marietta College was obtained from www.marietta.edu 
16 Again, this information was generalized from the two institutions’ websites. 
17 The labor force for statistical purposes includes those over the age of 16 who were working or actively seeking 

work within the previous four-week period. 
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labor force in 2019 the nominal unemployment rate was slightly lower. In practice, this disparity 

may suggest that a higher percentage of discouraged workers in the City of Marietta have fallen 

out of the workforce than exist at the national level. 

As for the unemployment rate’s racial and ethnic distribution in the 2019 ACS dataset, three 

protected classes stand out as having higher overall unemployment rates than the local general 

population: Hispanic or Latino (30.4% vs. 6.2% nationally), Native American (12.6% vs. 6.8% 

nationally), and Disabled (8.9% vs. 11.6% nationally) persons. Other population groups’ 2019 

ACS unemployment rates align more closely with the 3.4% overall unemployment rate: White 

alone (3.2% vs. 4.5% nationally), White alone not Hispanic or Latino (3.1% vs. 4.3% nationally), 

Black or African American alone (2.7% vs. 9.5% nationally), Asian alone (0.0% vs. 4.2% 

nationally) and two or more races (4.5% vs. 8.0% nationally).  Of the three groups shown as 

having higher local unemployment rates than the wider local population, people of Hispanic or 

Latino origin (of any race) and American Indian/Alaska Natives represent very small segments 

of the overall population, while the group of disabled persons is a much larger category.   

As for the 2019 ACS disabled unemployment rate of 8.9%, this equates to around 54 people 

with disabilities in the labor force considered unemployed. While this is an important number it 

bears noting that, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, many unemployed disabled people 

within the United States have no desire for employment18 and that the local disabled 

unemployment rate in this dataset is lower than the national average.  

Hispanic and Native American employment will be further discussed in the next section 

under the heading of “Disproportionate Housing Needs,” since employment and housing may be 

inherently intertwined in relation to these two groups. 

• Transportation 

As mentioned previously, about 5,206 of the 5,894 households in the city appear to have one 

or more vehicles available to them, whether owned or leased. For the remaining households 

without cars, there are alternatives. WMCAP operates a bus line with fair community reach 

during daytime hours, called the Community Action Bus Line (CABL). Most CABL routes run 

within and just outside of city limits. The CABL routes concentrate most heavily on providing 

transit to and from areas that would be likely to use the service, as well as on likely destinations.  

The WMCAP website publishes brochures showing the bus routes. These brochures are 

clearly labeled on the website.19 Physical brochures relating to this service are available in the 

city offices of the Department of Development. Physical bus line signs are also posted around 

certain areas of the city to provide notice that the buses run in those areas. Access to this 

information through the city website though, by people who are perhaps unaware of WMCAP, 

would be useful and would tend to combat an impediment to fair housing choice. Web links to 

 
18 “Persons with a Disability: Labor Force Characteristics Summary,” News Release, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

February 24, 2022. 
19 “Transportation.” http://www.wmcap.org/transportation.html 
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the WMCAP website, similar to what is recommended to better facilitate Section 8 voucher 

applications, would promote greater accessibility. The “Summary of Contributing Factors” 

section will expand on this. 

• Access to Low Poverty Neighborhoods 

Assessing Federal Census data, most of the neighborhoods in Marietta are relatively similar 

in their incomes and poverty levels on a wider census tract level. However, on the smaller, block 

group level, there are some exceptions. Most notably, the local neighborhood of Harmar (Census 

Tract 205, Block Group 1) is known to have a higher concentration of citizens living below the 

poverty line. This area’s buildings and infrastructure also tend to be in worse condition than 

buildings and infrastructure in wealthier neighborhoods. Still though, as discussed in the 

aforementioned Education, Employment, and Transportation sections, any area within the 

relatively small geographic area of Marietta is relatively accessible to most residents of any other 

area. So, there is basic access to the city’s resources, assuming one has means of private or 

public transportation. 

There are certain noted accessibility hindrances to ADA accessibility for Harmar pedestrians, 

however.  First, the conditions of sidewalks in certain areas of Harmar are not easily passable.  

Second, the Harmar neighborhood is located on the west side of the Muskingum River, which 

acts as a natural barrier separating Harmar from the rest of Marietta.  This separation means that 

Harmar pedestrians’ primary point of access to downtown Marietta and areas further east is via 

the Putnam St. Bridge.  Likewise, the Harmar neighborhood is separated by geography 

elevations and the relatively busy State Route 7 from the abutting neighborhood of Harmar Hill.  

General citywide accessibility is, therefore, more difficult for the residents of high-poverty 

Harmar than for residents of other neighborhoods. 

• Access to Environmentally Healthy Neighborhoods 

The  HUD Environmental Health Hazard Index tool available at https://hudgis-

hud.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/HUD::environmental-health-hazard-index shows different 

environmental health index values for different areas of town.20 Areas including Harmar, 

downtown and historic Marietta show an Environmental Health Hazard Index value of 3. The 

Environmental Health Hazard Index of Harmar Hill is shown as 6. North-central Marietta has an 

 
20According to https://hudgis-hud.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/c7e2c62560bd4a999f0e0b2f4cee2494_0/about, “the 

environmental health hazard exposure index summarizes potential exposure to harmful toxins at a neighborhood 

level. Potential health hazards exposure is a linear combination of standardized EPA estimates of air quality 

carcinogenic (c), respiratory (r), and neurological (n) hazards with i indexing census tracts.” Environmental health is 

determined by means of a complex equation explained on that website. As to interpretation, the explanatory 

webpage says, “Interpretation: Values are inverted and then percentile ranked nationally.  Values range from 0 to 

100.  The higher the index value, the less exposure to toxins harmful to human health.  Therefore, the higher the 

value, the better the environmental quality of a neighborhood, where a neighborhood is a census block-group.” 

Likewise, an article by Brent D. Mast, a HUD social science analyst, makes clear that the lower the score, the 

“worse” an area’s environmental health. See Cityscape: A Journal of Policy Development and Research, 2015, Vol. 

17, no. 3. 

https://hudgis-hud.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/c7e2c62560bd4a999f0e0b2f4cee2494_0/about
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Environmental Health Hazard Index of 13, while the eastern area of Marietta which includes 

Norwood has an Environmental Health Hazard Index of 23.  

 An article by HUD analyst Brent D. Mast published in Cityscape: A Journal of Policy 

Development and Research, 2015, Vol. 17, no. 3 suggests the use of two databases to analyze 

environmental health: the EPA’s Environmental Justice Screening and Mapping Tool 

(EJSCREEN) and the Community-Focused Exposure and Risk Screening Tool (C-FERST). 

While C-FERST appears to no longer be active, EJSCREEN remains active. This database 

allows exploration of a number of categories of environmental hazard, as seen in the maps 

provided in the Appendices. As understood from available tools, there do not appear to be 

significant differences in environmental health levels around Marietta. Where there are marginal 

differences, it appears unlikely that protected class status plays a decisive role given the lack of 

protected class-based concentration in particular areas of the city.  

The larger issue is less the disparity between environmental health in different neighborhoods 

of Marietta, and more the disparity between environmental health for all Marietta city residents 

and residents of non-urbanized areas. Using the HUD Environmental Health Hazard Index tool, 

Marietta as a whole place rates much lower on the Environmental Health Hazard Index than 

most of the surrounding, more rural areas of Washington County.  Although this factor seems to 

have low impact on fair housing choice within the City of Marietta, the general low 

Environmental Health Index throughout the City is a factor of significant concern for general 

quality of life purposes. 

Disproportionate Housing Needs 

Disproportionate housing needs, as defined by HUD, occur when a specific protected 

class group sees higher rates of housing problems and affordability than the area norm. 

According to the City of Marietta’s 2021 Consolidated Plan, housing unaffordability 

disproportionately impacts the racial/ethnic groups of Hispanic and Native American/Alaska 

Natives. According to the HUD-provided data upon which that plan is based, members of these 

groups often pay over 50 percent of their income for housing. While admittedly small in raw 

numbers relative to the total Marietta population, these groups still experience disproportionate 

housing needs. 

Looking at data from the 2019 ACS, as previously mentioned, the general citywide 

unemployment rate sat at 3.4% of those counted as part of the workforce. However, for these two 

groups, which may have higher total workforce participation due to their proportionately smaller 

demographics within the total community, unemployment rates of 12.6% (19 Native people) and 

30.4% (45 Hispanic people) were seen among those in the workforce. These percentages of the 

total subpopulations are high, but for statistical significance purposes it is important to keep in 

mind the small total size of these groups relative to the total population. The 2020 Federal 

Census Redistricting Data recorded only 40 people within the category of American 
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Indian/Alaska Native, while that data recorded 283 people of Hispanic or Latino ethnic identity. 

The table below reflects the raw unemployment percentages. 

Hispanic and Native American Poverty and Unemployment, 2019 
 

Total Unemployment 3.40% 

     Native Unemployment 12.60% 

     Hispanic Unemployment 30.40% 

Table 9: Data from 2019 ACS 5-Year Estimates 

Disability and Access Analysis 

 2019 ACS data estimates that 2,843 people with a disability live in the city of Marietta. 

For this population, there many community factors to consider which might tend to impact fair 

housing choice.  

First, all buildings where city government business is conducted meet a baseline of ADA 

accessibility. Even with this baseline, though, projects are ongoing to improve the accessibility 

of buildings. For example, handicap accessibility through front door areas instead of through 

alternate access doors is one thing being worked on by the city to improve ADA accessibility.  

As for basic housing accommodations, in order to receive government funding in any 

capacity buildings containing residential units must be certified as accessible. Short of doing a 

survey of all living quarters throughout the city, which is not feasible, it is difficult to tell how 

many private buildings may lack ADA accessibility features.  Given the older, multi-level 

architectural styles prevalent in the City of Marietta, it seems likely that many privately-owned 

homes which are not required by law to meet ADA accessibility requirements may lack ADA 

accessibility features. This is not within the City of Marietta’s control. 

 Businesses that serve the public are also required to achieve ADA accessibility. Again, it 

is beyond the scope of this analysis to take a survey of the ADA accessibility of private 

businesses in the City of Marietta. Perhaps the City’s best course of action is to continue efforts 

to raise awareness of the need for ADA compliance in private business facilities.  ADA 

accessibility in pedestrian infrastructure (sidewalks, crosswalks) is discussed elsewhere in this 

document. 

Publicly Supported Housing Analysis 

 All public support for housing in Marietta is accomplished through WMCAP’s Section 8 

vouchers and other assorted housing assistance programs. These vouchers, again, are in lieu of 

actual, physical public housing. Information provided by WMCAP for this report notes that, as 

of 2022, there are 394 households participating in the core Section 8 program, while 470 

households are supported if special programs are considered.  
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There is a waitlist in the housing assistance process, but the waitlist has been significantly 

shortened since 2020. Because applications for housing assistance programs must be physically 

picked up at WMCAP’s headquarters in Marietta, there are program accessibility challenges. The 

unavailability of electronic or non-site based access may serve as a barrier to low-income 

homeless and/or disabled persons, as well as those who lack reliable transportation access.  

The city of Marietta could offset these difficulties by offering links to the WMCAP 

website and encouraging WMCAP to offer alternative ways to access the program applications. 

The City might also offer printable versions of the forms needed for these applications on its own 

to make them available electronically independent of WMCAP. This would create better access 

to these housing programs for city residents.  

Notwithstanding this recommendation, the Section 8 and allied public housing programs 

present in the jurisdiction seem to be operating so as to affirmatively further fair housing. 21 

Fair Housing Enforcement, Outreach Capacity, and Resource Analysis 

Other than BHRC and WMCAP, the Marietta Fair Housing Board has served since the 

development of the 2016 AI as the city’s primary resource to facilitate fair housing enforcement 

and outreach. The Board has used the same standardized form to receive complaints since 2016, 

but complaints are also received by phone, email, or otherwise. 

  

The standard form, when used by complainants, provides spaces for the complainant to 

self-identify, identify the person against whom the complaint is made, identify the category* into 

which the complainant believes the complaint falls, identify a protected class status, identify the 

kind of property and the address involved in the complaint, and summarize the basis for the 

complaint. Although most complaints have historically concerned matters other than housing 

discrimination redressable under anti-discrimination fair housing law, the Board during those 

periods when it has had a sufficient membership to achieve quorum has fulfilled its mission of 

outreach and enforcement. 

 

A summary of complaints received since the publication of the 2016 Analysis of 

Impediments follows: 

 

• On March 16, 2021, a complaint was received from a tenant against an apartment 

manager alleging that rent in a smaller 2-bedroom apartment has been increased to the 

same rent as larger apartments within the last two years, and that rent was increased 

substantially since receipt of a stimulus check. The complaint also stated that there were 

 
* 1. Refuse to rent, sell or deal with you, 2. Discriminate in financing, 3. Discriminate in the terms and conditions of 

the sale, rental, occupancy, services, or facilities; 4. Discriminate on the grounds of disability, 5. Threaten, 

intimidate, interfere, harass or coerce, 6. Falsely deny housing was available, 7. Discriminate in advertising, 8. 

Refuse accommodation, 9. Refuse a modification of facilities, and 10. Other 
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cracks in the kitchen floor and that ants and other bugs were constantly present. This 

complaint alleged “discrimination on the grounds of disability” as the nature of the action 

forming the basis of the complaint, and indicated Other (“not sure”) as to protected class 

status/reason for discrimination. 

 

• On March 4, 2021, a complaint was received from a tenant alleging that an apartment 

manager gave the tenant 30 days to move instead of giving him the opportunity to correct 

an issue that arose involving the complainant and another tenant. Part of this complaint 

was that the apartment manager counted weekends in the 30-day eviction, and that the 

eviction was not preceded with a warning. Although this complaint was received on a 

HUD fair housing form, the form used was different from the standard local fair housing 

complaint form. The characterization on the local form which would seem to best reflect 

the nature of this complaint would be “Refuse to rent, sell or deal with you” since the 

nature of the complaint involves an eviction. No information is provided in the complaint 

to indicate any protected class status. It appears the driving reason for the eviction was 

the issuance of a protection order against the evicted tenant by another resident. 

 

• On May 22, 2020, a complaint was received from a tenant against an apartment 

management company alleging general dissatisfaction, including: (1) the property was 

not secure as promised upon tenancy; (2) lack of handicap accessibility and fire hazard in 

hallways because tenants prop bicycles in the hallways after the manager goes home; (3) 

lack of enforcement of private property designation signs; (4) the congregation of 

children from other neighborhoods in the basketball court and children’s playground 

when the weather is good; (5) lack of enforcement of visitation restrictions by 

management; (6) an incident of stolen medication and stolen wall art. This complaint 

sought to have cameras added in the hallways and elector, buzzers to prevent doors from 

being propped open, and a lock on the first lobby door to create two layers of locks. This 

complaint checks the box “Other” as to basis of the complaint, and indicates 

discrimination on the basis of familial status and also appears to allege Other (“tenant’s 

rights”). Although the complainant expressed concerns about handicap accessibility in 

the hallways when tenants left their bicycles propped up, the complainant did not self-

identify as disabled. 

 

• On May 4, 2020, a complaint was received from a tenant against a property owner 

alleging that another tenant upstairs poured grease in the sink and plugged up the sink for 

3 weeks. The complainant self-identified as a disabled veteran unable to fix this problem. 

An additional basis for the complaint was a broken step outside which the tenant believed 

to be dangerous. No boxes were checked to formally categorize the nature of the 

complaint, or to claim a protected class status; no explanation was given for how the 

complained-of conditions had a nexus to veteran status or disability. 
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• On March 26, 2020, an emailed question was received from a tenant wondering if the 

landlord was legally allowed to implement a policy of zero visitors due to the Ohio 

Department of Health’s COVID-19 stay at home order. It is unclear whether this 

constitutes a complaint or an inquiry, but in any case no category of discrimination is 

identified and no protected class status is claimed. 

 

• On February 21, 2020, a complaint was received from a tenant against a property 

manager alleging refusal to rent, sell or deal with them, discrimination in financing, and 

threatening, intimidating, interfering with, harassing and coercing them. The complainant 

indicated that retaliation was the basis for these actions. The basis of this complaint was 

that the complainant moved into a sister-in-law’s apartment while the sister-in-law was 

being evicted, and the property manager continued the eviction against the complainant 

(who was not on the lease) and took aggressive actions to remove the complainant rather 

than letting the complainant take over the lease from the evicted sister-in-law. 

 

• On September 10, 2019, a complaint was received from a tenant against an 

owner/landlord alleging that an eviction notice was served after one late rental payment 

(where there was never any previous late payment), and that after the rent was paid back 

up a late fee was charged. The complaint also indicated the presence of unsatisfactory 

living conditions, including construction code and fire code violations. This complaint 

described the basis of the complaint as “other” and did not self-identify as a member of a 

protected class. 

 

• A July 12, 2019 complaint was filed by a tenant against a landlord alleging that a 

landlord did not inform the tenant of a cockroach infestation, that the landlord came 

inside the tenant’s home without notification on multiple occasions, and that the landlord 

evicted the tenant after the tenant asked the landlord to pay to clean up the roach 

problem. Other condition/sanitation issues are also part of this complaint, as well as the 

allegation that one stated reason for the eviction was the complainant’s animal (which 

was identified as a therapy animal) damaging the rental property. This complaint checked 

the boxes labeled (A) Discriminated in the terms and conditions of the sale, rental, 

occupancy, services or facilities, (B) Threaten, intimidated, interfered, harassed or 

coerced you; and (C) Refused a modification. The complaint furthermore checked the 

box identifying “gender” and “retaliation” as the reason for the discrimination. The 

substance of the complaint did not explain a nexus between the complainant’s gender and 

the allegations made. The complainant also did not claim discrimination on the basis of 

disability, notwithstanding the allegations related to a therapy animal. 
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• A November 26, 2018 complaint was filed by a fairgrounds tenant against the County 

Fair Board (in capacity as landlord) alleging wrongful eviction and shutting off water and 

sewer service. This complaint checked the boxes alleging (A) Refuse to rent, sell or deal 

with you; (B) Discriminated in financing; (C) Discriminated in the terms and conditions 

of the sale, rental, occupancy, services, or facilities; and (D) Threaten, intimidated, 

interfered, harassed, or coerced you. The complainant checked boxes alleging gender and 

retaliation as the reasons for the alleged discriminatory behavior. 

 

• In May 18, 2018, a complaint was received other than in writing which was determined 

by the chairman of the Fair Housing Board not to be a discrimination issue. The details of 

this complaint appear not to have been well-documented, but a letter from the 

Development Department to the complainant documents the determination of the 

chairman. There is no available information by which this complaint could be 

categorized. 

 

• A complaint by a tenant against a landlord was filed dated January 23, 2018. The 

complaint involved a dispute over an eviction where the tenant did not include a late fee 

with a late rental payment. The tenant also complained of a leaky roof and alleged on-

premises drug dealing without landlord action. The complainant also stated that the 

eviction was preventing other landlords from leasing to them, and that they were living in 

a motel and had taken on an additional job to make ends meet. This complaint checked 

the box alleging “other” and did not check any box alleging protected class status. 

 

• A complaint was received on April 12, 2018 from a tenant against an owner-landlord 

who alleged that the landlord took no action when the apartment ceiling began leaking 

and subsequently developed a hole. The complainant alleges that the ceiling ultimately 

caved in, but that the landlord still required monthly rental payments with additional 

charges without fixing the ceiling or roof. This complaint was documented with pictures 

of the collapsed ceiling. This complaint checked the box alleging “refused 

accommodation” but did not claim any protected class status. 

 

• On June 1, 2017, an emailed anonymous report was filed against a landlord who painted 

the back of an apartment building and moved tenants’ personal property without notice 

and without replacing the property after job completion. The email stated that when the 

emailer raised a concern with the maintenance supervisor, the maintenance supervisor 

became confrontational and attempted to provoke a physical fight. The emailer states that 

the property manager then talked down to him. General observations are then made about 

this property management team treating HUD tenants badly, and about how the emailer is 

afraid of being kicked out of his apartment even though he wants to move away to escape 

drama. Although this complaint was received by email rather than on the standard form, 
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it can best be categorized as an allegation of threatening and intimidation (since most of 

the substance of the allegation is focused on intimidating behavior, size differences, fear, 

etc.), and the most applicable category providing a reason for the discrimination appears 

to be an allegation of retaliation (since these incidents were precipitated by the original 

complaint to property management about the painters moving personal belongings 

without notice). 

 

• A complaint dated February 17, 2017 by a tenant against a landlord alleges that a change 

in property ownership led to a rent increase beyond the amount in a fixed tenancy 

agreement with less than a month’s notice. The complaint also states that the complainant 

received a 7-day eviction notice to evacuate the property for unpaid rent, although when a 

payment was made prior to the final eviction date the landlord called to say the notice 

was a mistake and to disregard it. This complaint described the nature of the complaint as 

“other” and alleged discrimination on the basis of race and age, although no details were 

provided in the complaint to identify the complainant’s protected class status. 

Looking broadly at the trends in these complaints, 14 were received over an approximate 

five-year period. This equates to just under three complaints a year. Of those complaints, the vast 

majority describe landlord-tenant unpleasantness (evictions, confrontations, refusal to fix 

conditions or repair property, etc.). In many cases, the self-categorizations of the nature of the 

complaint do not appear to be supported by the narrative, and it is unclear in most cases that a 

prohibited class-based reason can be identified to explain the complained-of behavior. To the 

extent that “retaliation” is claimed, the complaints do not provide a predicate prohibited action 

by the landlord before the occurrence of the retaliation (i.e., the exercise of another protected 

right).  

Summarizing the complaints on the basis of substance rather than self-description, they 

can generally be placed into four broad categories: (1) disputes over evictions, (2) disputes over 

conditions (both physical conditions and interpersonal conditions of interaction with 

management); (3) Mixed (in which the complaint concerns both an eviction and unfavorable 

living conditions); (4) Other (a category in which the precise details of the complaint are 

unknown). Of these four categories, four complaints can best be described as disputes over 

evictions; six can best be described as disputes over living conditions; three can best be 

described as mixed complaints with heavy components of both eviction and condition-related 

disputes; and one can best be described as Other due to lack of complaint details.  

Fair Housing law is not directly concerned with property conditions or evictions, except 

where a property’s condition or a tenant’s eviction is connected to prohibited discrimination. 

Considering each complaint in its totality, it appears that most complaints filed with the Fair 

Housing board are outside of the scope of Fair Housing law’s protections. While the complaints 

in general indicate the presence of aggravated tenants and potentially describe objectionable 

behavior (in some cases on the part of the landlord, and in other cases on the part of the tenant), 
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the complaints received do not generally concern fair housing issues as framed in 42 U.S.C. 

3601-3619 or Ohio Revised code 4112.02. What is missing in most cases is discrimination, in 

which one protected class of persons is treated differently from similarly-situated persons who 

do not fall into the class. 

There also do not appear to have been any complaints filed with or forwarded to the Ohio 

Civil Rights Commission within the past five years. The last such complaint appears to be the 

complaint involving a landlord-tenant issue described at page 43 of the 2016 Analysis of 

Impediments. This suggests either a lack of occurrences of reportable fair housing violations or a 

lack of knowledge as to the relevant avenues to pursue such claims.  

The city of Marietta has made the standardized fair housing complaint form accessible 

through the city website in recent years. The various complainants who have experienced rental 

frustrations since 2016 have had no trouble in filing complaints, and the Development 

Department remains a point of contact to assist city residents in making fair housing complaints. 

Summary of Contributing Factors 

 Taking into consideration the foregoing analysis in this document, a brief summary of 

potential impediments to fair housing choice follows: 

1. ADA-accessible pedestrian infrastructure (crosswalks and sidewalks) is absent in 

some areas of the city, which affects the living conditions of the protected class of 

disabled persons; 

2. Some public accommodations lack full ADA accessibility features; 

3.  Forms and general information relating to Section 8 and public transportation may be 

less than optimally accessible for certain populations; and  

4. The Marietta City Code, while specifying all Federally-protected classes, lacks 

explicit protection for certain classes recognized by the State of Ohio. 
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Fair Housing Goals and Priorities 

Recommendations 

Recommended goals to affirmatively further fair housing in Marietta include the 

following: 

Goals Contributing 

Factors (#) 

Fair Housing 

Issues 

Metrics, 

Milestones, 

and 

Timeframe 

Responsible 

Program 

Participant(s): 

1.) Increase access to  

information and forms 

on city websites 

 

#2; #3 

Accessibility; 

Community 

Engagement; 

General 

Knowledge 

The city should 

finish its website 

updates and reach 

out to BHRC & 

WMCAP to 

encourage greater 

accessibility by 

mid-2023,.  

City of Marietta; 

WMCAP; and 

BHRC 

Discussion: This goal aims to promote information accessibility to affirmatively further fair housing. For 

example, Section 8 voucher applications, need to be picked up in person at WMCAP offices. Allowing potential 

applicants, who may be disabled or otherwise unable to physically travel to these offices, to access these 

documents remotely as well as print them off would be a common-sense way of affirmatively furthering fair 

housing.  

 

In addition, making additional informational and educational resources available online to explain fair housing, 

on topics ranging from ADA accessibility to housing discrimination, would help the general population 

understand how fair housing standards work for them and may be enforced.  

 

The City of Marietta can work with WMCAP as the City’s Public Housing Agency, and even BHRC as the 

County’s Fair Housing Coordinator, to coordinate links to relevant documents on relevant organizational 

websites. This work in common purpose would tend to affirmatively further fair housing throughout the 

jurisdiction. 

2.) Continue working to 

update pedestrian 

infrastructure (sidewalks, 

crosswalks) to increase 

citywide ADA 

accessibility 

 

#1 

Accessibility to 

Housing and 

Opportunity; 

ADA Access 

Projects will 

indefinitely 

continue. Updates 

will be offered in 

the next AI. 

City of Marietta 

Discussion: As discussed in the Past Goals section of this report, the City of Marietta actively seeks through 

engineering projects to update city infrastructure to achieve ADA accessibility. The Engineering Department is 

presently working from a Phase One ADA Transition Plan which evaluates city and public right-of-way areas and 

identifies ADA challenges which require re-engineering.  Following this phased approach to assessing and 

remedying ADA challenges, the city continually works toward the goal of an ADA accessible city. The 

recommendation of this plan is that the city should affirmatively further fair housing by continuing to eliminate 
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architectural or other barriers to ADA accessibility within the community, particularly in pedestrian 

infrastructure. 

3.) Update the Marietta 

Codified Ordinances to 

include Ohio state-level 

protected classes 

 

#4 

Legal 

Protections; 

AFFH;  

This should be 

completed within 

Six (6) months of 

the creation of 

this report. 

City of Marietta 

Discussion: This goal is a relatively simple one, and it aims only to ensure that all classes protected at either 

the state and federal level are specifically mentioned in Marietta City Ordinances. While the present Marietta 

Codified Ordinances do specifically reference each class mandated by the federal FHA, it would be best practice 

to also signal through code revisions that state-protected classes must not be subjected to discrimination within 

the city. At the time of final drafting of this report, this effort is already underway. 

 

Conclusion 

 This analysis of impediments to fair housing choice provides a framework for the City of 

Marietta, Ohio to use in affirmatively furthering fair housing. Although Marietta is a small city 

with different impediments to fair housing choice than those that may be experienced by 

differently situated jurisdictions throughout the United States, it is important to identify the 

impediments which do exist so that community-tailored solutions can be implemented to ensure 

as much equal housing opportunity as possible.  

This document was prepared to effectuate 42 U.S.C 3601, et seq., which requires 

jurisdictions receiving federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) aid to analyze, 

identify and devise solutions to impediments which hinder fair housing choice within their 

respective communities. To the best of the capacity of the City of Marietta, this document has 

attempted to describe the most pressing, current factors impacting AFFH which can be addressed 

through active implementation of right-sized SMART goals. 
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Appendix A  

– 

HUD and Census-Provided Maps 

 

 

Map 5: Median Household Income in the Past 12 Months (2020 Inflation-Adjusted) 

 

Map 6: Total Households per Block Group 
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Map 7: Total Persons in Poverty (Per Block Group)—One Dot equals One Person 

 

Map 8: Public Assistance Income or Food Stamps/Stamp in the Last 12 Months 
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Appendix B  

– 

Data Tables 

 

Households                                    

 Total 

Married-
couple 
family 
hshld 

Male householder, 
no spouse present, 
family household 

Female 
householder, no 
spouse present, 
family household 

Nonfamily 
hshld 

    Total households 5894 1985 369 885 2655 

    Average household 
size 2.07 2.81 2.93 2.93 1.12 

FAMILIES      

    Total families 3239 1985 369 885 (X) 

    Average family size 2.72 2.78 2.52 2.69 (X) 

AGE OF OWN CHILDREN     
       Households with  
       own children of the  
       householder under  
       18 years 1453 602 167 684 (X) 

        Under 6 years only 36.1% 34.7% 21.6% 40.9% (X) 

        Under 6 years and  
        6 to 17 years 11% 11% 35.9% 5% (X) 

        6 to 17 years only 52.9% 54.3% 42.5% 54.1% (X) 

Total households 5894 1985 369 885 2655 

    SELECTED HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE    
        Households with 
one or more people 
under 18 years 25.4% 30.5% 45.3% 80.7% 0.3% 

        Households with 
one or more people 60 
years and over 44.6% 48.2% 21.1% 16.9% 54.3% 

       Householder living 
alone 40.4% (X) (X) (X) 89.8% 

       65 years and over 17.9% (X) (X) (X) 39.7% 

    UNITS IN STRUCTURE     

        1-unit structures 66.6% 92.1% 45.8% 54.7% 54.3% 

        2-or-more-unit 
structures 30.1% 7.9% 38.5% 42.6% 41.5% 

        Mobile homes and 
all other types of units 3.3% 0% 15.7% 2.7% 4.2% 

    HOUSING TENURE     
        Owner-occupied 
housing units 55.1% 82.7% 30.1% 32.5% 45.5% 
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        Renter-occupied 
housing units 44.9 17.3 69.9 67.5 54.5 

Table 10: Household Demographics 

 

Marietta, Ohio Total Male Female 

Total population 13551 6544 7007 
Table 11: Population and Sex Demographics 

 

 Total With a disability 

Total civilian noninstitutionalized population 13040 2623 

    SEX   

        Male 6329 1239 

        Female 6711 1384 

    RACE AND HISPANIC OR LATINO ORIGIN 

        White alone 12202 2497 

        Black or African American alone 267 25 

        American Indian and Alaska Native alone 122 49 

        Asian alone 170 15 

        Native Hawaiian / Other Pacific Islander alone 0 0 

        Some other race alone 50 0 

        Two or more races 229 37 

        White alone, not Hispanic or Latino 12023 2463 

        Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 291 40 

    AGE   

        Under 5 years 711 0 

        5 to 17 years 1773 178 

        18 to 34 years 3637 502 

        35 to 64 years 4306 1005 

        65 to 74 years 1375 385 

        75 years and over 1238 553 
Table 12: Total and Disabled Populations, Marietta, Ohio 
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Total Income → Households 

Total 5894 

    Less than $10,000 10.7% 

    $10,000 to $14,999 9% 

    $15,000 to $24,999 14.4% 

    $25,000 to $34,999 12.9% 

    $35,000 to $49,999 11.5% 

    $50,000 to $74,999 15.7% 

    $75,000 to $99,999 7.9% 

    $100,000 to $149,999 11.6% 

    $150,000 to $199,999 3.4% 

    $200,000 or more 2.9% 

Median income (dollars) 39439 

Mean income (dollars) 69052 
Table 13: Income Distribution and Demographics 
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Appendix C 

– 

Descriptions of Contributing Factors  

 

1. ADA-accessible pedestrian infrastructure is not available in all areas of the city. 

a. The Marietta Engineering Department was a resource in considering the 

appropriateness of city sidewalks and other pedestrian infrastructure. It is 

clear from these discussions that the city lacks the resources to make all 

pedestrian infrastructure ADA accessible at once. The general strategy is to 

repair and upgrade pedestrian infrastructure when other projects are 

undertaken in the vicinity. The City has developed a Phase One transition plan 

and is working gradually to address the areas in need of ADA renovations. 

The City can affirmatively further fair housing by continuing this work, which 

addresses an impediment to fair housing choice. 

 

2. Some public accommodations lack full ADA accessibility features. 

a. This contributing factor stems from the age of the city and its buildings. It is 

possible that some business and rental property owners whose facilities lack 

full ADA accessibility are unaware of their properties’ ADA challenges. The 

city as an entity, though, has made sure to construct, and is even in the process 

of renovating, disabled access locations to its buildings. Most of the remaining 

problems relating to this contributing factor revolve around public education 

of the relevant problems. This impediment to fair housing choice can be 

addressed by making public information about ADA standards available to the 

community. 

 

3. Forms and general information relating to Section 8 and public transportation may be 

less than optimally accessible for certain populations. 

a. As with the previous factor, public education and access is a contributing 

factor in this area. To achieve maximum interaction between the target 

population and available resources, wider publication of those resources 

would help. For example, applicants for Section 8 assistance presently need to 

physically acquire paper applications through WMCAP. Those with no way to 

physically go to WMCAP headquarters are at an immediate disadvantage in 

this system. This contributing factor could be remedied by putting 

applications online and making them accessible in other locations. 
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4. The Marietta City Code, while specifying all Federally-protected classes, lacks 

explicit protection for certain classes recognized by the State of Ohio. 

a. While the city code does prohibit discrimination against the classes required 

by the FHA, as of March 2022 it did not include all classes protected by the 

State of Ohio (military status, ancestry). A review of the 2016 AI suggested 

that, even though the city was technically in compliance with federal 

standards, it should strongly consider an update to the ordinances. This was 

included as a goal in that report, but it was never acted upon. HUD’s Fair 

Housing monitoring shortly thereafter also encouraged action on this point. 

This 2022 AI again identifies that goal as an action which could address an 

impediment to fair housing choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


